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Abstract
An upper bound for the largest eigenvalues of all but a few families of trees is given in this paper. This upper bound
depends only on the vertex number of trees under consideration.
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1. Introduction
In this article, we consider only connected 6nite simple graphs, in particular, trees. Let G be a graph with n vertices,
we denote the characteristic polynomial of G by PG(x), i.e.,
PG(x) = det(xI − A(G));
where A(G) is the adjacency matrix of G, I is identity matrix with order n. Since A(G) is symmetric, all of its eigenvalues
are real. We assume, without loss of generality, that they are ordered in decreasing order, i.e.,
1(G)¿2(G)¿ · · ·¿ n(G):
If it is clear which graph is under consideration, we write 1; 2; : : : ; n for short.
Many of the trees which appear in the following will contain an s-claw for a positive integer s, that is, a vertex v
adjacent to s vertices of degree 1. This will be drawn as
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Let Sn, G
(1)
n , G
(2)
n , G
(3)
n , G
(4)
n , G
(5)
n be the following trees with n vertices, respectively.
We have the following known results from [4,2]:
Theorem 1.1 (Neumaier [4]). Let T be a tree with n vertices. Then 16
√
n− 1, and equality holds if and only if
T = Sn, the star with n vertices.
Theorem 1.2 (Hofmeister [2]). Let T be a tree with n vertices, n¿ 4, T = Sn. Then 16
√
1
2 (n− 1 +
√
n2 − 6n+ 13),
and equality holds if and only if T = G(1)n .
Theorem 1.3 (Hofmeister [2]). Let T be a tree with n vertices, n¿ 4, T = Sn, G(1)n . Then 16√
1
2 (n− 1 +
√
n2 − 10n+ 33), and equality holds if and only if T = G(2)n .
Theorem 1.4 (Hofmeister [2]). Let T be a tree with n vertices, n¿ 5, T = Sn, G(1)n , G(2)n . Then 16√
1
2 (n− 2 +
√
n2 − 8n+ 24), and equality holds if and only if T = G(3)n .
Theorem 1.5 (Hofmeister [2]). Let T be a tree with n vertices, n¿ 6, T = Sn, G(1)n , G(2)n , G(3)n . Then 16√
1
2 (n− 1 +
√
n2 − 10n+ 29), and equality holds if and only if T = G(4)n or G(5)8 .
Based on the above results, in this paper we give an upper bound for the largest eigenvalue of a tree T with n vertices,
where T = Sn, G(1)n , G(2)n , G(3)n , G(4)n , and n¿ 9. we state the main result as follows.
Theorem 1.6. Let T be a tree with n vertices, n¿9, T =Sn, G(1)n , G(2)n , G(3)n , G(4)n . Then 16
√
1
2 (n−1+
√
n2−14n+61),
and equality holds if and only if T = G(5)n .
Some preliminary results are given in Section 2. They play an important role in the proof of the main theorem.
The proof of the main theorem (Theorem 1.6) is given in Section 3.
2. Preliminaries
Lemma 2.1 (Marcus and Minc [3]). If G is a graph with n vertices and v is any one of them, then
i+1(G)6 i(G − v)6 i(G);
for every i = 1; 2; : : : ; n− 1.
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Lemma 2.2 (Sachs [5]). Let PT (x) be the characteristic polynomial of a tree T with n vertices. Then the coe7cient of
xn−2i of PT (x) equals the number of i-matchings of T, multiplied by (−1)i, for every i = 1; 2; : : : ; [n=2].
Lemma 2.3. Let n be an integer, n¿ 9, y0 = 12 (n−1+
√
n2 − 14n+ 61), f(y)=y3− (n−1)y2 +(3n−12)y− (2n−11).
If the largest root of the equation f(y) = 0 is 1, then 1 ¡y0.
Proof. By simple computation, we have
f(y0) = 12 (−n+ 19 + 3
√
n2 − 14n+ 61):
If 96 n6 19, then f(y0)¿ 0 obviously.
If n¿ 19, then from 8n2 − 88n+ 188 = 8
[(
n− 112
)2 − 274
]
¿ 0, we have
9n2 − 126n+ 549¿n2 − 38n+ 361;
i.e.
9(n2 − 14n+ 61)¿ (n− 19)2:
So f(y0)¿ 0.
Again by simple computation, we have that y0 ¿ 3, f(0)¡ 0, f(1)¿ 0, f(3)¡ 0. And f(y0)¿ 0. So the 3 roots of
the equation f(y)=0 are, respectively, in (0, 1), (1, 3) and (3, y0) and the largest root 1 is in (3, y0). So 1 ¡y0.
Lemma 2.4. Let n be an integer, n¿ 9, y0 = 12 (n− 1+
√
n2 − 14n+ 61), g(y) = y3− (n− 1)y2 + (3n− 12)y− (n− 5).
If the largest root of the equation g(y) = 0 is 1, then 1 ¡y0.
Proof. Similar to the proof of Lemma 2.3. We only prove that g(y0)¿ 0, the remainder parts are the same as the
corresponding parts of the proof of Lemma 2.3. By simple computation, we have
g(y0) = 12 (n+ 7 + 3
√
n2 − 14n+ 61)¿ 0:
Lemma 2.5. Let n be an integer, n¿ 9, 16 t6 n − 6, y0 = 12 (n − 1 +
√
n2 − 14n+ 61), h(y) = y3 − (n − 1)y2 +
(nt − t2 − 5t + 2n− 7)y − (nt − t2 − 4t). If the largest root of the equation h(y) = 0 is 1, then 1 ¡y0.
Proof. We complete the proof by use of the following Claims.
Claim 1. h(y0)¿ 0.
By simple computation, we have
2h(y0) = (t − 1)n2 + (−t2 − 8t + 9)n+ 3t2 + 13t − 8 + [(t − 1)n− (t2 + 5t − 8)]
√
n2 − 14n+ 61:
Because of n¿ t + 6, therefore we have
(t − 1)n− (t2 + 5t − 8)¿ (t − 1)(t + 6)− (t2 + 5t − 8) = 2:
Let
u(z) = (t − 1)z2 + (−t2 − 8t + 9)z + 3t2 + 13t − 8:
There are 2 cases to prove h(y0)¿ 0.
Case 1: n¿ t + 7, t¿ 2.
By computation, we obtain
u(t + 7) = (t − 1)(t + 7)2 + (−t2 − 8t + 9)(t + 7) + 3t2 + 13t − 8 = t2 + t + 6¿ 0:
When z¿ t + 7, we have
u′(z) = 2(t − 1)z + (−t2 − 8t + 9)¿ 2(t − 1)(t + 7)− t2 − 8t + 9 = t2 + 4t − 5¿ 0:
Hence, u(z) is an increasing function if z¿ t+7. But u(t+7)¿ 0, therefore u(z)¿ 0 if z¿ t+7. So u(n)¿ 0. Therefore
h(y0)¿ 0.
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Case 2: n= t + 6, t¿ 3.
In this time, we have
2h(y0) = (t − 1)(t + 6)2 + (−t2 − 8t + 9)(t + 6) + 3t2 + 13t − 8
+[(t − 1)(t + 6)− (t2 + 5t − 8)]
√
(t + 6)2 − 14(t + 6) + 61
= 10− 2t + 2
√
(t + 6)2 − 14(t + 6) + 61:
If t6 5, then h(y0)¿ 0.
If t¿ 6, then it suMce to prove
2
√
(t + 6)2 − 14(t + 6) + 61¿t − 5;
i.e.
8t ¿ 12:
But the latter is obviously valid.
Claim 2. y0 ¿t + 2.
If n= t + 6, then we have√
n2 − 14n+ 61¿ n− 7;
i.e.
1
2
(n− 1 +
√
n2 − 14n+ 61)¿ n− 4 = t + 2:
The function 12 (x − 1 +
√
x2 − 14x + 61) is an increasing function if x¿ t + 6. So y0 ¿t + 2.
By simple computation , we have h(0)¡ 0, h(1) = n− t − 5¿ 0, h(t + 2) = t2 + 3t − 2− nt ¡ 0. From Claims 1 and
2, we have h(y0)¿ 0 and y0 ¿t + 2. So the 3 roots of the equation h(y) = 0 are respectively in (0, 1), (1, t + 2) and
(t + 2, y0) and the largest root 1 is in (t + 2, y0). Thus 1 ¡y0.
3. Proof of the main theorem
Proof of Theorem 1.6. Let T be a tree with n vertices and
1(T )¿
√
1
2
(n− 1 +
√
n2 − 14n+ 61): (1)
The spectrum of T is symmetric, since trees are bipartite(see [1]), hence we have
2(n− 1) =
n∑
i=1
2i = 2
2
1 + 2
[n=2]∑
i=2
2i :
It follows, using the inequality (1), that
[n=2]∑
i=2
2i = n− 1− 216 12 (n− 1−
√
n2 − 14n+ 61):
By simple computation, we have
1
2
(n− 1−
√
n2 − 14n+ 61)¡ 3:
Hence we have
2 ¡
√
3; 22 + 
2
3 ¡ 3; 
2
2 + 
2
3 + 
2
4 ¡ 3: (2)
Since 2(P8) = 1:532, 3(P8) = 1(See spectra tables in [1]), therefore 22(P8) + 
2
3(P8)¿ 3. So T doesnot contain the path
P8 with 8 vertices by using (2) and Lemma 2.1. And the diameter d of T is at most 6. The diameter d of T is at least
3, since T = Sn. We distinguish the following four cases.
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Case 1: d= 6.
Consider the following trees:
Using the graph spectra tables in [1], we know that 22(Ti) + 
2
3(Ti) + 
2
4(Ti)¿ 3, i= 1; 2; 3. So T1, T2 and T3 are not the
subtrees of T (use Lemma 2.1 and (2)). But n¿ 9, T = P7. So Case 1 is impossible.
Case 2: d= 5.
Consider the following trees:
Using the graph spectra tables in [1], we know that 22(Ti) + 
2
3(Ti) + 
2
4(Ti)¿ 3, i=4, 5, 6, 7. So T4, T5, T6 and T7 are
not the subtrees of T (use Lemma 2.1 and (2)). So T is of the form
By symmetry, we assume 16 r6 s, p, t¿ 0. We distinguish the following seven subcases.
Case 2.1: r¿ 3, or 26 r ¡ s.
Consider the following tree:
Because of 22(T8)+
2
3(T8)¿ 3, therefore T doesnot contain subtree T8(use Lemma 2.1 and (2)). So Case 2.1 is impossible.
Case 2.2: r = s = 2. In this time, p+ t¿ 1.
Consider the following tree:
Because of 22(T9) + 
2
3(T9)¿ 3, therefore T doesnot contain subtree T9(again use Lemma 2.1 and (2)). So Case 2.2 is
impossible.
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Case 2.3: r = s = 1, p= 0, t = n− 6.
By using Lemma 2.2, we can compute the characteristic polynomial of T
PT (x) = x
n−6[x6 − (n− 1)x4 + (3n− 12)x2 − (2n− 11)]:
This is a contradiction to inequality (1) from Lemma 2.3. So Case 2.3 is impossible.
Case 2.4: r = s = 1, t = 0, p¿ 3. The result is the same as Case 2.3.
Case 2.5: r = s = 1, t¿ 1, p¿ 1. p+ t¿ 3.
Consider the following trees:
Because of 22(Ti) + 
2
3(Ti) + 
2
4(Ti)¿ 3, i = 10; 11, therefore T10 and T11 are not the subtrees of T . So
This is a contradiction to (1). So Case 2.5 is impossible.
Case 2.6: r = 1, s = 2.
Consider the following trees:
Because of 22(Ti) + 
2
3(Ti) + 
2
4(Ti)¿ 3, i = 12; 13; 14, therefore T12, T13 and T14 are not the subtrees of T . So Case 2.6
is impossible.
Case 2.7: r = 1, s¿ 3.
Consider the following trees:
Because of 22(Ti) + 
2
3(Ti)¿ 3, i = 15; 16, therefore T15 and T16 are not the subtrees of T . So
By using Lemma 2.2, we can compute the characteristic polynomial of T
PT (x) = x
n−6[x6 − (n− 1)x4 + (3n− 12)x2 − (n− 5)]:
This is a contradiction to the inequality (1) from Lemma 2.4. So Case 2.7 is impossible.
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Case 3: d= 4.
Consider the following trees:
Because of 22(Ti) + 
2
3(Ti) + 
2
4(Ti)¿ 3, i = 17; 18; 19; 20; 21, therefore T17, T18, T19, T20 and T21 are not the subtrees of
T . We distinguish the following three subcases:
Case 3.1:
Then
PT (x) = x
n−8[x8 − (n− 1)x6 + (3n− 12)x4 − (3n− 17)x2 + (n− 7)]
= xn−8(x2 − 1)2[x4 − (n− 3)x2 + (n− 7)]:
So the largest eigenvalue of T is
√
1
2 (n− 3 +
√
n2 − 10n+ 37). It contradicts the assumption (1) by using simple com-
putation.
Case 3.2:
Then 1(T ) = 2:261, or 2.175. This is a contradiction to (1)(Note that n= 9 now).
Case 3.3:
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Consider the following trees:
Because of 22(Ti) + 
2
3(Ti) + 
2
4(Ti)¿ 3, i = 22; 23; 24; 25, therefore T22 ,T23, T24 and T25 are not the subtrees of T . We
have the following six subcases:
Case 3.3.1: r = s = 1. This is impossible since T = G(3)n .
Case 3.3.2: r = 1, t = 0. This is impossible since T = G(4)n .
Case 3.3.3: r = 1, t¿ 1, s = n− t − 4. By use of Lemma 2.2, we have
PT (x) = x
n−6[x6 − (n− 1)x4 + (nt − t2 − 5t + 2n− 7)x2 − (nt − t2 − 4t)]:
Using Lemma 2.5, we know that this is a contradiction to (1).
Case 3.3.4: r = s = t = 2. Now 1(T ) = 2:288. This is also a contradiction to (1).
Case 3.3.5: r = 2, s¿ 3, t = 1. In fact s = 3. Now 1(T ) = 2:255. This is also a contradiction to (1).
Case 3.3.6: r = 2, t = 0, s = n− 5. By use of Lemma 2.2, we have
PT (x) = x
n−4[x4 − (n− 1)x2 + (3n− 13)]:
The largest eigenvalue of T is
√
1
2 (n− 1 +
√
n2 − 14n+ 53). Obviously this is a contradiction to (1).
Case 4: d= 3.
Let T be
Because of symmetry, we may assume that r6 s. If r¿ 4(n¿ 10), then
PT (x) = x
n−4[x4 − (n− 1)x2 + r(n− r − 2)]:
The largest root of the equation PT (x) = 0 is
1 =
√
1
2
(n− 1 +
√
n2 − (4r + 2)n+ 4r2 + 8r + 1):
From n2 − (4r + 2)n+ 4r2 + 8r + 1¡n2 − 14n+ 61 we obtain a contradiction to (1). But T = G(1)n , G(2)n , hence r = 3.
The characteristic polynomial of T is
PT (x) = x
n−4[x4 − (n− 1)x2 + 3(n− 5)]:
Hence
1(T ) =
√
1
2
(n− 1 +
√
n2 − 14n+ 61):
Which completes the proof.
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